Observe that the multiplicity is tied closely to the change of the argument of the function G(X, l) m {/(A) -I -k(X)} {/(A) -I + k(X)}->. This is of interest in view of the fact that the change of argument of this function also enters the classical theory of singular integral equations in the discussion of the index [4] .
1. The fundamental solution. As in [1] , we rely mainly on the fundamental solution "" ^ Í 1 f, f(p)-l-k(u) dp \ of the Hubert problem {/(A) -I + KV} X(X + iO) -{/(A) -/ -k(X)} X(X -iO) = 0.
For the convenience of the reader, we list some formulae for E(l,z) and the related functions, 1 (R(f,z2) + 1 B(£,zt) +11 -= {£(£ + iO,Zy)E(Ç -iO,z2) -Etf -iO,Zy)E(^ + iO,z2)}.
H(l, A) = £(/, A + iO) -E(l, A -iO), F(Ç, z) = £(£ + iO, z) -E(£ -iO, z). (1.1) {/(A)-/ + k(X)}E(l,X + iO) = {/(A) -I -k(X)}E(l,
With our restrictive assumptions about/(A), k(X), the fonction R(Ç,z) is, for each fixed real {, a rational fonction of z. For a < í; < ß (a = min{/(A) -k(X)}, ß = max{f(X) + k(X)}),
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where c(*;,z), g(Ç,z) axe relatively prime polynomials in z, with real coefficients and of the same degree, which we denote by B{. If r1(l;),---,rD((c;) axe the roots of c(i"z) and s¿£),---,sD££) the roots of g(c\,z), then the expression for co(i;,z) shows that we can number these roots, so that (1.7) a ï Sl(0 < n({) < s2(0 < r2(Z) < ». < sDs(0 < rD((0 Z b.
We also note that both c(£,z) and g(Ç,z) have leading coefficient 1. At this stage we apply the suggestion of Dr. Pincus and we replace the argument of §7 of [1] by using a partial fraction decomposition of the coefficient of F(c;,z) in formula (1.5). This will readily lead to the verification of hypothesis 6.1 of [1] . From (1.7), one easily deduces at all points |e/v at which the function log\G(Ç,Xj "(£,))\ is defined. Now, off our exceptional set of measure zero, (1.8) holds, so that G(l;,Xj "(£,)) ^ 0. Further, if for Çelv, f(Xj_v(O)-Ç + k(XjyV(Ç)) = 0, then, from (1.11) we see that f(X) -c; + k(X) changes sign at XJv(0-The same conclusion must hold for f(X) -£ -k(X), since the ratio G(£, X) must remain non-negative for X near XUM). Hence, also f(XJtY(0) ~ I -fcflWQ) = 0, so that k(XJ¡v(0) = 0. However, this can never happen off our exceptional set of measure zero. Using the fact that Q(C,XjfV(t;)) = 0, we obtain our conclusion for F(Ç,XJv(Ç) + iO). The proof for F(Ç, X¡ "(£) -iO) is similar.
Finally, we mention that from properties of Cauchy integrals [4] , one deduces that E(l,z) has, for fixed l$\a,ß~\, continuous boundary values as z approaches the real axis from above or below, at all points different from a and b. At a and b, the function is of order 0(l/(z -a)K), 0(l/(z -b)K), k<\. Furthermore, for real values of /, both E(l,z) and E~ 1(l,z) axe even bounded. On the other hand, from Lemma 1.2 and formula (3.5) in [1] , it follows that for fixed z$\_a,b~\, the function E(l,z) has continuous boundary values at all points on the real axis. With these definitions, we shall now prove
To prove (2.1), we consider the integral
where the path of integration passes around a cut from a to b along the real axis, in a clockwise direction. In the limit, the left side of the equation becomeŝ -f {E(w,X-iO)E(l,X+iO) -E(w,X + iO)E(l,X-iO)} (X-z)~ldX
where we have used (1.3). Thus we have Now we observe that (3.5) E(!,z) = l/E(/,z).
Thus the right side of (3.4) finally becomes <3-6> ?-ttti-nW"z¿ E{-¡2> *¿ -E<!» zi) E^ ~2^-
However, if we compare (3.6) with formula (2.6), we obtain
•» H(l2,X)H(ly,X) .. f ",, ^My,Zy)F(^,Zy)E(i2,Z2)F(^,Z2)d£,
Formula (3.7), together with (2.1), (2.2) and the expression for P(t¡,Zy,z2) proves the assertion (3.2).
4. The bounded operators P and Q. Since the linear manifold spanned by the elements {1/(A -z)} is dense in L2(a,b), it is not difficult to conclude from the properties of E(l,z), stated at the end of §1, and from formulae (1.1), (1.2) , that the linear manifold spanned by the functions (3.1) is dense in L2(a,b). From The norm of this functional is ||gJvx||. Since (4.2) provides the bound || x | for this functional, we get \\Qhïx\\ Ï \\x\\.
In this way we define the bounded linear operators Q,jy on L2(/v). They have norm _ 1. In view of (4.3) and (4.1), we have 
However, using (1.5), we can write the right side in the form
With {e/", we now let z-+XmJ£)-iO in (5.9). Since F(i\, Xm^) -iO) = 0, we obtain K« M« 1 ÇbH(i; + iô,X)-H(!;-iô,X),"
where we have made use of the expression which precedes formula (1.9). We can now compute (Rm^Qn,vg)(0> by multiplying both sides of (5.11) by (amil(0)112-Of course, if p ^ v, then (Pmj/l8"iVg')(0 will be zero since the support of a"¡v(0 is contained in Iv. Thus we have established (5.1) for p^v. Since Q(£,XmtV(£,)) = 0, one can also easily establish that (Pm,vô"vg 6. The identity of the operators R and P. In § 5, we established that the operator Rj v which we defined in §2, can be applied to any element in the range of an operator ßm>r However, in (4.6), we saw that every xeL2(a,b) may be written in the form x = E,-,,, QjvPjvx. 
